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Many questions

1. What is it?
2. Who?
3. How?
4. How much?
5. Who gets?
6. Why is it given?
7. Does it work?



What is development aid

I Transfer of resources (money, capital, concessional loans) from
rich countries to poor countries.

I Trade (access, subsidized)
I Knowledge (technology transfer)



Who and How

Who? Ultimately it is the citizens of rich countries that give
development aid to poor countries.
Either through the tax bill, and the government in the rich country
transfer the resources, or by giving money to private or
organizations that provide support to poor countries (charity).



Who and How

Very complex aid architecture.



Who and How
How?

1. Bilateral or Multilateral or privately

1. Specific or general support
1.1 Budgetary aid: Aid given to support the government budget in the

recipient country
1.2 Program aid: Aid given to a sector in the recipient country:

Education, Health, Energy...
1.3 Project aid - aid given to finance specific things; building materials

for a new hospital etc. ..
1.4 Technical assistance; send professionals from the donor country to

assist service delivery in recipient country.

1. Conditions for aid: In order to get financial support the donors
request that recipient government has to do X. The X has
changed over time. Big question is credibility. “Over the past few
years Kenya has performed a curious mating ritual with its aid donors. The
steps are: one, Kenya wins its yearly pledges of foreign aid. Two, the
government begins to misbehave, backtracking on reform and behaving in an
authoritarian manner. Three, a new meeting of donor countries looms with
exasperated foreign governments preparing their sharp rebukes. Four, Kenya
pulls a placatory rabbit out of the hat. Five, the donors are mollified and the aid
is pledged. The whole dance starts again.” (The Economist, August 19, 1995)
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How much?
Can afford to give...



How much?
On average around 0,3 of GNI in the DAC countries are given in
Official Development Assistance (ODA)



How much?



How much?

Large variation between countries



How much?
development aid over time



How much?
More than aid that matters ( Center for Global Development)



Who gets?

Top ten



How much?

For some recipients ODA is a very important source of income



Why give?

1. Other regarding: To help the poor (moral ethical obligation,
fairness, altruism)

2. Self regarding: To build alliances, security, to help own industry



Does it work?

Two camps:
1. Hope: Aid can substitute for lack of domestic saving and

investment. Aid can be a big push that leads the economy out
of poverty ( Sachs & Bono)

2. Fear: Aid will lead to corruption, to rent seeking, passivity
and stagnation...(Easterly & Moyo)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HIPvlQOCfAQ

3. Rason: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yFNFt8LDX4



Does it work?

Easterly:



Does it work?

Easterly:



Does it work?
Does aid have an effect on economic growth? No correlation.



Does it work?

I Correlation is not causation (Even if there is no correlation
between growth and aid there could still be a causal average
effect of aid on growth)

I Use instruments - hard to find good instruments
I Heterogeneity

I
good governance (Burnside & Dollar)

I
not all aid will lead to growth, and the aid that may give a

boost to growth will not have an immediate effect (Clemens et

al).


